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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FEELING THE LOVE ON AMAZON
For USA online shoppers, many are familiar with Amazon.com.   Many loyal shoppers rely on 
Amazon’s wide range of products and customer review’s to find what they want.   Cérémonie Tea is 
happy to not only share with their Cérémonistas that they are found on Amazon, with the option 
for Amazon Prime, but also that they love us on Amazon!  Read some of the reviews people have 
submitted.  And of course- don’t forget to buy Cérémonie Tea!  Find us here: http://amzn.to/2mhRcFj

HERE ARE SOME OF THE CUSTOMER REVIEWS ON AMAZON.COM:

5.0 OUT OF 5 STARS BEST TEA AND SO PRETTY!
These teas are awesome! Wrapped so pretty, smell amazing, and inspire you to slow down and relax with a friend over a hot cup 
of tea. I buy this as a gift all the time for people I care about.

5.0 OUT OF 5 STARS  PRETTY, AND THE TEA IS WONDERFUL
The Mini Cube is my go to gift. Especially when I’m traveling. It’s light, pretty, and the tea is wonderful. My hosts are always thrilled.

5.0 OUT OF 5 STARS  - WON’T WASTE MY MONEY ON ----------- ANYMORE
This was the perfect stocking stuffer for my office party. Each tea comes beautifully wrapped in an individual satchel neatly 
tucked into a small matte black box. Small enough to make one cup of coffee which smelled amazing. I’ve tried the chamomile 
tea and green tea and both were tasty and smelled wonderful. Would recommend as a gift or to enjoy for yourself.

Cérémonie’s Offerings on Amazon.com

ABOUT AMAZON.COM 
Amazon.com was founded on July 5, 1994 by Jeff Bezos and is based in Seattle, Washington.  It is the 
largest Internet-based retailer in the world by total sales and market capitalization.  By the start of 
2016, Amazon attracted over 130 million customers to its US website per month. 

TO CONTACT CÉRÉMONIE 
Email sales@ceremonietea.com
Phone Israel +972.9.951.5818
Web www.ceremonietea.com
Address HaItzadyon 9, Migdal HaEmek 23100 Israel
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